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GABAergic Hub Neurons Orchestrate
Synchrony in Developing
Hippocampal Networks
P. Bonifazi,1* M. Goldin,1* M. A. Picardo,1 I. Jorquera,1 A. Cattani,1
G. Bianconi,2 A. Represa,1 Y. Ben-Ari,1 R. Cossart1†
Brain function operates through the coordinated activation of neuronal assemblies. Graph theory
predicts that scale-free topologies, which include “hubs” (superconnected nodes), are an effective
design to orchestrate synchronization. Whether hubs are present in neuronal assemblies and coordinate
network activity remains unknown. Using network dynamics imaging, online reconstruction of
functional connectivity, and targeted whole-cell recordings in rats and mice, we found that developing
hippocampal networks follow a scale-free topology, and we demonstrated the existence of functional
hubs. Perturbation of a single hub influenced the entire network dynamics. Morphophysiological
analysis revealed that hub cells are a subpopulation of g-aminobutyric acid–releasing (GABAergic)
interneurons possessing widespread axonal arborizations. These findings establish a central role for
GABAergic interneurons in shaping developing networks and help provide a conceptual framework for
studying neuronal synchrony.
The coordinated activation of neuronal as-semblies features inmost physiological brainfunctions and influences proper network
wiring during development (1–3). In addition to
cellular excitability, synaptic efficacy, and the
balance of excitation and inhibition, the architec-
ture of network connectivity may be central to the
production of synchronous neuronal activity (4–7).
The relationship between network dynamics and
topology has been studied using concepts from
graph theory and statistical physics (7–9). Small-
world and scale-free organizations are particularly
appealing models for brain connectivity because
they offer a compromise between computational
needs, wiring economy, and robustness (1, 10–14).
These complex topologies have been found in
contexts as diverse as the Internet, social sciences,
or biology (8,15).When applied to neuronal circuits,
both models share one common feature: Al-
thoughmost neurons are connected locally, a few
“hub” neurons possess long-range connections
that link large numbers of cells, thereby bestow-
ing network-wide synchronicity. It has been pro-
posed that neuronal hubs orchestrate behaviorally
relevant activity in cortical assemblies, as well as
being causal in producing pathological oscilla-
tions (4–6, 16). However, the existence of neuronal
hubs is still speculative, perhaps because of the
conceptual and technical difficulties of investigating
them, including the rarity of high-connectivity (HC)
as compared to low-connectivity (LC) cells.
Additionally, definitive functional confirmation
that neuronal hubs play a key role in synchroni-
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Fig. 1. Analysis of multineuron calcium activity
reveals a scale-free topology in the developing hip-
pocampus. (A) (1) Two-photon calcium fluorescence
image of a rat hippocampal slice loaded with Fura-
2AM and visualized with multibeam excitation at
×10 magnification. Scale bar, 100 mm. DG, dentate
gyrus. (2) Detected contours of the cells from the
fluorescence image shown in (1). Red dots are the 10
highest-connectivity neurons in the represented
network based on the analysis of calcium event
onsets; gray lines mark the output links of one HC
neuron. (3) Probability distribution plot of the
fraction of output links over the total population of
active neurons imaged with ×10magnification (gray
line, n = 3224 neurons in four slices; SOM). The
graph is plotted on a loglog scale, and a power-law
distribution with a slope (g) of 1.3 T 0.1 (n = 4) is
indicated in black (SOM). The inset shows the
location of the 30 highest-connectivity neurons
(~1% of the population, red dots) on a schematic
representation of the hippocampus. The dashed
rectangle indicates the size of the area of a x20
movie. Scale bar, 100 mm. (B) (1) Same as (A1) but at
x20 magnification. The imaged region corresponds
to CA3b/c; that is, around the dotted area in (A1).
Arrow indicates the direction of the dentate gyrus.
Scale bar, 100 mm. (2) Same as (A2) but for themovie
taken in B1. (3) Same as (A3) but for a population of
7588 neurons. The probability distribution of output
links from smaller CA3 regions also follows a power
law with a similar scaling power (g = 1.1 T 0.1, n =
45). The probability threshold for HC neurons was
fixed to 40% (red-shaded area). The inset indicates the location of HC neurons
(red dots) on a schematic representation of the CA3b/c region of the
hippocampus. HC neurons represented 5 T 1% (n = 45) of all functionally
connected cells. This value was not significantly different from that calculated in
subfields from×10 data sets of the same size as ×20 images, because HC neurons
represented 4 T 1% of the connected cell population in ×10 movies (n = 4, P >
0.05, Student’s t test). sl, stratum lucidum; sp, stratum pyramidale; so, stratum
oriens. Scale bar, 100 mm.
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zation processes requires testing the causal influ-
ence of HC cells on network dynamics, something
that cannot be achieved with post hoc data analysis
(13, 17, 18).
To find cells involved in the synchronization
of neuronal networks, we designed a method to
map functional connectivity (FC) in real time in
living brain slices, based on the analysis of multi-
neuron calcium activity. Here we use the term FC
to denote the statistical relationship between the
activities of neurons (19), which should not be
confused with the effective connectivity of func-
tional synapses (20, 21). This enabled us to per-
form targeted electrophysiological recordings
and stimulation of neurons with a known degree
of FC, while imaging network dynamics. We
analyzed the developing hippocampal network
because it provides an ideal circuit in which to
investigate the existence of hub cells. First, as in
most developing brain structures, network activ-
ity is concentrated in rhythmic synapse-driven
synchronizations, the giant depolarizing poten-
tials (GDPs) (3, 22). Second, the network topology
underlying the generation of GDPs is confined to
local CA3 circuits in slices (23–25), which sub-
stantially simplifies the experimental approach.
Last, understanding the cellular basis of synchro-
nization in developing circuits is important, because
several maturation processes rely on early network
oscillations (22).
Using multibeam two-photon excitation of hip-
pocampal slices from rats and GAD67-green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP) knockin (KI) mice [5 to 7
days old; see the supporting onlinematerial (SOM)]
loaded with the calcium indicator Fura-2AM (26),
spontaneousmultineuron activitywas recordedwith
a temporal resolution of 50 to 150 ms (Fig. 1 and
fig. S1). The FC of the hippocampus was first
investigated at a large scale (with a ×10 objective,
Fig. 1A). Focusing on the CA3 region, the activity
of 806 T 155 cells (n = 4 slices), distributed across
the dentate gyrus to the CA1 region, were simul-
taneously imaged. Focusing on temporal correla-
tions, a functional connection directed from neuron
A to neuron B was established if the activation of
A consistently preceded that of B (SOM and fig.
S1B). An FC map was thus constructed for all
recorded neurons (Fig. 1). In all slices imaged at
lowmagnification, the average distribution of the
number of output links per neuron was best fitted
by a power-law function with an average scaling
power of –1.3 T 0.1 (n = 4 slices, Fig. 1 and SOM).
Power-law distributed connectivity is the signa-
ture of a scale-free topology, in which hubs are
rare neurons with a high connectivity index (8).
Neurons with the highest connectivity tended to
concentrate more often in the CA3c region (Fig.
1A3, inset). Previous studies have reported that
this particular area is a preferential site of initiation
for spontaneous GDPs (25, 27).
To increase the chances of finding hub neurons,
we next performed experiments in the CA3c area
at higher magnification (with a ×20 objective,
Fig. 1B). As previously reported (26), we were
able to combine targeted electrophysiological
recordings with calcium imaging. Out of 142
neurons recorded while imaging, only 45 were
included in the following analysis because esti-
mation and probing of network topology required
very stable experimental conditions (SOM). The
connectivity of the networks imaged at x20 was
also distributed as a power law with an average
scaling factor of –1.1 T 0.1 (n = 45 slices; Fig.
1 and SOM). HC neurons were preferentially
located in the stratum oriens and lucidum at the
two borders with the pyramidal cell layer (Fig.
1B3 and fig. S3B3). To test the contribution to net-
work dynamics of neurons with different degrees
of connectivity, we targeted cells covering the
entire connectivity range (Figs. 2 and 3, n= 20HC
and 25 LC neurons). Neurons were recorded in
current-clamp conditions and stimulated while im-
aging population activity. Two stimulation protocols
were applied for each neuron (SOM): (i) a phasic
stimulation [short suprathreshold current pulses
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Fig. 2. Stimulation of HC but not LC neurons affects network dynamics. (A) Data from a representative LC
interneuron. (1) The green arrow indicates the position in the pooled power-law distribution of output links
(Fig. 1B) of the recorded neuron. Red-shaded area indicates the HC region, considering a 40% probability
threshold. The right contour plot shows the position (solid red dot) and output connections (gray lines) of the
illustrated LC interneuron. sl, stratum lucidum; so, stratum oriens. Scale bar, 100 mm. (2) Phasic current-
clamp stimulation (200-ms pulses of 75-pA current every 10 s, gray area) of the LC interneuron while being
imaged did not affect the occurrence of GDPs (detected from the calcium activity). The interval between
GDPs as a function of time is plotted. Values are expressed relative to the average interval between GDPs
calculated before the stimulation period. (3) Neurolucida reconstruction of the recorded cell on a schematic
representation of the hippocampus reveals an interneuron-like morphology displaying a local axonal
arborization (green). Dendritic arborization is black. The black rectangle marks the imaged region. Scale bar,
500 mm. This is a color-coded representation of the functional connectivity map [same as (A1)] (SOM)
overlaid with the axonal morphology (green) of the cell. The asterisk indicates the cell body position. Red
represents high cell density (a.u., arbitrary units). (B) Same as (A) but for a representative HC interneuron.
Phasic stimulation of the HC interneuron [same protocol as (A2)] significantly decreased GDP frequency [(2),
P < 0.05]. The recorded cell displayed a widespread axonal arborization (red) spanning locally toward the
cells functionally connected [(3), right panel] and further toward the dentate gyrus and the CA1 region [(3),
left panel]. (C) (1) Cluster analysis tree of the morphological variables describing the 16 recorded and
imaged interneurons (Ward’s method, Dlink: Euclidian distances, see SOM). Distances were normalized. Most
HC and LC interneurons (based on the analysis of the imaging data) segregated in two different groups. (2)
The total axonal lengths of HC and LC interneurons were statistically different (P < 0.01).
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repeated at 0.1 to 0.2 Hz (the frequency range of
GDPs occurrence)]; and (ii) tonic stimulation (con-
tinuous positive or negative current injections,
bringing the cell to a membrane potential where it
fired continuously or was completely silenced,
respectively). Cell/network interaction was esti-
mated using three metrics (SOM): (i) the frequency
of occurrence of spontaneous network synchroniza-
tions (GDPs) during the stimulation relative to the
resting condition; (ii) the peristimulus histogram
plotting the average fraction of cells activated by the
phasic stimulation; and (iii) the phase precession/
succession of GDPs relative to a harmonic oscillator
mimicking GDPs’ rhythm in resting conditions; in
this way, the number of observed versus expected
GDPs was estimated over time (SOM). A cell was
considered as affecting network dynamics signif-
icantly if it satisfied any of the above criteria.
About a third (8 out of 20 neurons) of the
targeted HC cells exhibited a significant cell/
network interaction (Figs. 2B and 3). In contrast,
no LC neuron but one showed any significant
cell/network interaction (24 out of 25 neurons;
Fig. 2A and fig. S2A). The effects of neurons
significantly affecting network dynamics (n = 9)
could be summarized as follows (Fig. 3): (i) in
four cases, tonic or phasic stimulation induced sus-
tained action potential (AP) firing that signifi-
cantly decreased the occurrence of GDPs to 48 T
13% of resting conditions (P < 0.05; Figs. 2B and
3C and movie S1); (ii) in three cells, phasic
stimulation triggered network synchrony in the
form of GDPs in 37 T 4% of the trials within 1 s
after the stimulus (P < 0.05; Fig. 3A and fig. S5);
(iii) in three cells, phasic stimulations induced a
phase succession of GDPs as compared to resting
conditions (Fig. 3B, P < 0.05). Our evidence
suggests that these neurons may act like func-
tional hubs. We will henceforth refer to these as
hub neurons.
The developing hippocampal network com-
prises two major cell types: pyramidal glutama-
tergic cells and g-aminobutyric acid–releasing
(GABAergic) interneurons. In adult cortical
structures, network function is strongly modu-
lated by the action of GABAergic interneurons
that represent a minority of the total population
but include a variety of subtypes (28). Half of the
experiments were performed in GAD67-GFP KI
mice (29) to selectively identify GABAergic
neurons. All hub neurons recorded in GAD67-
GFP KI mice, based on their HC index, were
GFP-positive (fig. S3, n = 4). Accordingly, the
fraction of GFP-positive cells was four times
higher in the HC region than in the total cell
population (22% of HC neurons versus 6% of all
neurons, n = 46 movies in GAD67-GFP KI mice).
Therefore, hub neurons are GABAergic, and we
next examined whether they represented a specific
morphological population.While being recorded,
cells were filled with biocytin. All nine hub cells
were aspiny neurons and often possessed multi-
polar dendrites and a cell body located at the
border between the pyramidal cell layer and the
stratum oriens or lucidum. All HC neurons that
were not hubs were morphologically identified as
pyramidal cells (fig. S2; 4 cells reconstructed). LC
cells not influencing network dynamics exhibited
either interneuronal or pyramidal cell morpholo-
gy (Fig. 2 and fig. S2). All hub neurons had dis-
tinctive morphological features, displaying a
widespread axonal arborization that most often
crossed subfield boundaries, running parallel to
principal cell layers toward both the dentate
gyrus andCA1 region (n = 6 of 9 neurons, Figs. 2
and 3). Three of the hub cells exhibited dense
preferential innervation of the CA3 principal cell
layer, suggesting a perisomatic, basketlike (28)
interneuron subtype (Fig. 3A and fig. S3B2). We
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Fig. 3. Perturbations of network dynamics induced by the stimulation of HC interneurons. (A) Data
obtained from a HC interneuron triggering network synchrony (P < 0.05). Frame rate, 10 Hz. (1) The red
arrow indicates the position in the pooled power-law distribution of output links (Fig. 1B) of the recorded
neuron. (2) Fraction of cells active as a function of time after repetitive phasic stimulation (200-ms pulses
of 100-pA current every 10 s) of the HC interneuron (16 consecutive trials). The peristimulus time
histogram shows the average across different trials. Red traces are current-clamp recordings from the
stimulated HC neuron for six consecutive stimulations (gray). Four out of six trials (indicated by red
asterisks in lower panel) triggered GDPs appearing as polysynaptic membrane potential depolarizations.
(3) Neurolucida reconstruction of the recorded HC cell on a schematic drawing of the hippocampus.
Axonal arborization is in color; dendrites are black. The dashed rectangle indicates the imaged region.
Scale bar, 500 mm. (B) Same as (A) but for a HC interneuron inducing a phase succession of GDPs when
stimulated (P < 0.05). Phase succession is illustrated in the top graph of (2) plotting the number of GDP
cycles skipped during phasic stimulation (gray) as a function of time. The number of expected GDPs was
calculated during resting conditions (white) based on the average interval between GDPs. Arrows indicate
transitions between oscillatory regimes. Current-clamp recordings from five consecutive stimulation trials
for the period marked by (i) show the progressive delay in the occurrence of a GDP (black asterisks) after
stimulation (gray). (C) Same as (A) but in a HC interneuron preventing GDPs when stimulated. Graphs in
(2) show the fraction of active cells (top histogram), as well as the cell firing frequency (middle), as a
function of time. Peaks of synchronous activity (GDPs) disappear when the membrane potential of the cell
(bottom) is depolarized by continuous positive current injection (40 pA; SOM). Current-clamp traces show
the activity in the HC neuron in resting (i and iii) and stimulated (ii, gray) conditions. The black arrow
indicates the time when a significant effect on network dynamics starts (P < 0.05).
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next performed a multivariate analysis of the
morphometric data of eight HC and eight LC
interneurons (SOM). Hub interneurons signifi-
cantly differed from LC interneurons by the length
of their axonal tree (6865 T 1238 mm versus
2150 T 483 mm, P < 0.01, n = 16 cells, Fig. 2).
Given their extended morphology, it seems prob-
able that hub neurons have a higher probability of
being severed in brain slices than other cells and
thus probably represent a higher fraction of neu-
rons in vivo [but see (20)]. We conclude that
functional hubs are GABAergic interneurons
with a long axonal arborization. Hub neurons
therefore have the features required to activate
many postsynaptic targets.
In order to determine the nature of the func-
tional link between hub neurons and other cells,
we first asked whether stimulation of hub neu-
rons could directly trigger a calcium response in
other neurons, even in the case where the net
effect of stimulation was to desynchronize activ-
ity. We thus compared functional and effective
connectivity maps (SOM and fig. S4). We found
that there was a large overlap between the two
maps in the case of HC interneurons (53 T 6% on
average, n = 5), whereas stimulation of HC
pyramids activated only 8 T 1% of functionally
connected neurons (n = 5), indicating that these
were effectively not connected to follower cells.
We next performed targeted paired recordings
from HC and follower neurons (n = 16 pairs). In
the case of HC interneurons, we observed a 37%
probability of finding a monosynaptic GABAergic
connection between neurons (n = 8 pairs, fig. S5).
This was significantly different from the case of
HC pyramidal cells, because no direct connec-
tion could be revealed when recording from them
(n = 8 pairs, P < 0.05, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
two-sample rank test). This is in agreement with
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Fig. 4. Hub neurons are activated at the onset of spontaneous network
synchronizations. (A) (1) Raster plot of the onsets of calcium events in a
representative movie (frame rate, 20 Hz). There are many spontaneous GDPs
appearing as broken vertical lines in the raster plot. The middle raster plot
shows GDP1 on an expanded time scale. The right plot represents the average
temporal profile of the fraction of cells sequentially activated in all GDPs
recorded in the same network. The peak of cell coactivation was used as zero
time reference. Error bars indicate SDs. (2) Contour plots showing cells
activated during the buildup [region a in (1)] and at the peak (b) for the three
GDPs marked by arrows in the raster plot in (1). Note the similarity between the
patterns of cells. Color-coded contour plots on the right quantify how many
times a cell is recruited in one of the two temporal windows over 25
representative GDPs. (B) Time-correlation graph (SOM), plotting for each
imaged neuron (7588 neurons) the average correlation and average time of
activation relative to all other cells. Red dots indicate targeted functional hubs
and dark gray dots indicate all other recorded neurons. (C) (1) Raster plot
[calculated as in (A1)] of the network activity (frame rate, 6.67 Hz) while
recording an HC hub neuron (red dots) in current-clamp mode (bottom trace).
Calcium events (top trace) reflect spiking activity (bottom trace). (2) Same time-
correlation graph as in (B) but only for the recorded slice shown in (C1). The red
dot marks the HC hub neuron. Red traces show current-clamp recordings of
spontaneous activity in the hub neuron at the time of two different GDPs
[marked by arrowheads; dashed rectangles in (C1), lower panel]. AP firing
occurs in the hub neuron about 200 ms before GDPs.
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the imaging data and comparable to the highest
synaptic connectivity rates reported for inter-
neurons in the adult cortex (21). It therefore rep-
resents a high value given the fact that all the
monosynaptically connected neurons were more
than 100 mm apart (the average distance between
recorded neurons was 130 T 20 mm, n = 16 pairs,
fig. S5) and that the connection probability is very
likely to increase with age (30, 31). We conclude
that the functional connectivity of hub neurons is
supported by an effective synaptic connectivity
and propose that HC pyramidal neurons are more
likely to operate within assemblies (32).
Because hub function may depend on differ-
ences in cellular excitability or synaptic strength
(33, 34), wenext examined the basic electrophysio-
logical properties of hub neurons as compared to
LC interneurons (Table 1). Of the basic features an-
alyzed (SOM), hub neurons received more sponta-
neous excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and
had a lower threshold for AP generation (Student’s
t test, P < 0.05). A lower AP threshold could in-
dicate a more advanced maturation stage for hub
neurons (35). Both properties should result in a more
efficient activation of hub neurons by synaptic inputs.
Finally, because stimulation of hub neurons
significantly affected the occurrence of GDPs,
we examined their specific involvement in the
spontaneous synchronization process. In agree-
ment with previous estimates (36), the dynamic
of a single GDP was characterized by a buildup
of activity lasting on average 350 ms (Fig. 4, n =
8 slices, SOM). Using cluster analysis (SOM), a
stereotypical spatiotemporal synchronization pat-
tern accounted for one-third of the GDPs within
the recording period (33 T 2%, n = 45, Fig. 4).
For each neuron, we estimated the average cor-
relation and time of activation relative to all other
cells in GDPs that clustered together (Fig. 4 and
SOM). In almost half of themovies (n = 20 out of
45), the time correlation graph presented a bi-
modal distribution (Fig. 4B), indicating that
GDPs repetitively started synchronizing neurons
plotted on the left side of the distribution, whereas
neurons on the right were activated last. By
pooling the data from different slices (n = 7588
neurons, 45 movies), we found that the majority
of functional hubs clustered on the upper left
region of the graph, indicating a more reliable
activation at the onset of GDPs (Fig. 4B); this is
in agreement with the lower AP threshold and
higher synaptic drive described above. Other
recorded neurons were evenly distributed across
the correlation plot. Cell-attached and whole-cell
recordings confirmed that cells activated at the
buildup of synchronization indeed fired APs before
the occurrence of GDPs (n = 14 neurons, fig. S1C).
AP firing in hub neurons thus predicts network
synchronization in the developing CA3 region.
This study shows that a scale-free topology
can underlie synchronous network patterns in
living cortical networks. We suggest that hub neu-
rons, composed of a subpopulation of GABAergic
interneurons, orchestrate spontaneous network
synchronization. Two different morphological
types of hub neurons could be distinguished
within our sample data set: (i) cells displaying a
long axon spanning regions with sparse collater-
als, and (ii) basketlike neurons with a dense but
more local arborization pattern. Network synchro-
nization could be triggered by phasic stimulation
only in basketlike hubneurons (Fig. 3Aand fig. S5).
In the adult hippocampus, long-range projecting
GABAergic hippocampal interneurons have
been described (37) and their hub function has
been suggested but never been probed (4). Perhaps
the long-axon hub neurons act as connector hubs,
whereas basketlike hubs have a local hub function
(19). Regardless, the present results confirm the
crucial role of GABAergic transmission in
shaping network patterns at early developmental
stages, when GABA exerts a complex excitation/
shunting inhibition action (38, 39). The sponta-
neous activation, before synchrony, of hub neu-
rons with many direct postsynaptic connections
is compatible with excitatory actions of GABA.
However, hub cell stimulation also often slowed
down network oscillations and in some extreme
cases completely desynchronized activity. One
possible explanation is that the shunting actions
ofGABA retard or prevent synchronization. How-
ever, other possibilities cannot be excluded, in-
cluding a phase-resetting effect by which a hub
cell can either advance or delay bursting in
intrinsically oscillating neurons (39), depending
on their phase at the time of the hub input (40).
Single neurons can trigger population syn-
chronization in the disinhibited adult CA3 region
(41) or elicit a chain of cell activation in the
cortex that can translate into behavior or switch
the global brain state (42–44). Therefore, the
demonstration that hub neurons functionally op-
erate in the brain helps bridge the gap between
single-cell and network activity. This finding
should facilitate the investigation of the mecha-
nisms by which many physiological and patho-
logical network oscillations are generated.
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Deletion of Atoh1Disrupts SonicHedgehog
Signaling in the Developing Cerebellum
and Prevents Medulloblastoma
Adriano Flora,1 Tiemo J. Klisch,1,2 Gabriele Schuster,1 Huda Y. Zoghbi1,2,3,4*
Granule neuron precursors (GNPs) are the most actively proliferating cells in the postnatal
nervous system, and mutations in pathways that control the GNP cell cycle can result in
medulloblastoma. The transcription factor Atoh1 has been suspected to contribute to GNP
proliferation, but its role in normal and neoplastic postnatal cerebellar development remains
unexplored. We show that Atoh1 regulates the signal transduction pathway of Sonic Hedgehog,
an extracellular factor that is essential for GNP proliferation, and demonstrate that deletion of
Atoh1 prevents cerebellar neoplasia in a mouse model of medulloblastoma. Our data shed light on
the function of Atoh1 in postnatal cerebellar development and identify a new mechanism
that can be targeted to regulate medulloblastoma formation.
Disruption of the delicate balance betweenproliferation and differentiation in cere-bellar granule neuron precursors (GNPs)
underlies medulloblastoma, the most common
pediatric tumor of the nervous system (1, 2). A
class of particularly aggressive medulloblastomas
associated with very poor prognosis show high
expression of Atoh1 (3), a transcription factor
highly expressed in GNPs also known as Math1
(4), and recent in vitro studies proposed that
Atoh1 might be involved in neoplastic prolifera-
tion (5, 6). Given that deletion of Atoh1 in mice
results in perinatal death (7), the function of this
transcription factor in the developing postnatal
cerebellum has remained opaque.
To delete Atoh1 in the postnatal developing
cerebellum, we crossed Atoh1flox/flox mice (8) with
mice carrying the gene coding for a tamoxifen-
inducible Cre recombinase in the Rosa locus
(R26CreER) (9) and a null allele of Atoh1
(10, 11). After activation of Cre by tamoxifen,
RosaCreER;Atoh1+/flox animals (designated here as
Atoh1wt) maintain one functional allele of Atoh1,
whereas RosaCreER;Atoh1–/flox mice (designated
here as Atoh1D) lose Atoh1 expression. We in-
jected postnatal day 3 (P3) animals and analyzed
their cerebella 3 days later. Nissl staining of
matching sections of the external granule layer
(EGL), the neuroepithelium formed by GNPs,
revealed that Atoh1D animals had a much thinner
EGL than that of their Atoh1wt littermates (fig.
S1). Using phospohistone H3 staining to visual-
ize the M phase of the cell cycle and Tuj1 for
neural differentiation, we found that the EGL of
Atoh1D mice had been depleted of cycling im-
mature precursors (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S2).
Staining for active caspase 3 did not reveal any
apoptosis in the EGL of Atoh1D mice (fig. S1, E
and F). We thus investigated whether deletion of
Atoh1 triggers the GNP differentiation to granule
neurons or induces these cells to transdifferen-
tiate to other cell types. Shown in fig. S2, cells
still populating the surface of Atoh1D cerebellum
that had deleted Atoh1 still expressed Zic1, a
marker of differentiating postmitotic EGL cells
and mature granule neurons, making transdiffer-
entiation unlikely. Proliferating GNPs express
Pax6 at low levels, whereas differentiating post-
mitotic precursors show high expression of Pax6
and turn on the neural differentiation marker
NeuN. The cells residing on the surface of the
cerebellum of Atoh1D expressed high levels of
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Fig. 1. Atoh1 deletion disrupts GNP proliferation and induces differentiation. (A and B) Phosphohistone
H3 staining of cerebella of animals injected with tamoxifen. (Left) Nissl staining of cerebella of animals
injected with tamoxifen. The boxed regions represent the images to their right, showing the staining for
phosphohistone H3. The arrow in (B) indicates a single cycling cell in the Atoh1D EGL. (C andD) Pax6 and
NeuN staining shows the immature GNPs [(C), white bar] not expressing NeuN and the differentiating
population [(C) and (D), between the yellow dotted lines] coexpressing both markers. The colocalization
pattern is shown on the bottom right.
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